Abstract-With the rapid development of Internet of Things (IoT), enormous events are produced everyday. Complex Event Processing (CEP) is the key part of the IoT middleware. Since current hardware and wireless communication techniques cannot support 100% confident data, CEP engine which can report confidence for processed complex events over uncertain data is needed. Most of the current study of complex event processing has not considered much about how to process complex event over distributed probabilistic event streams and large sliding window. In this paper, a high performance complex event processing method over distributed probabilistic event streams is proposed. This method uses probabilistic Nondeterministic Finite Automaton and Active Instance Stacks to process complex event in single probabilistic event stream. Multiple processes can run parallel to improve the performance. A query plan based method using tree data structure is used to process hierarchical complex event from distributed event streams. Query plan optimization is proposed based on query optimization technology of probabilistic databases. The experimental study shows that this method is efficient to process complex events over distributed probabilistic event streams.
INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things is a novel paradigm that aims at bridging the gap between the physical world and its representation within the digital world. The idea is to integrate the state of the "things" that form the world into software applications, making them benefit from world's context information. With the help of novel information and communication technologies in recent years, bandwidth, processing power and storage are no longer restricting factors in IoT applications. Middleware that can be used to process huge events produced by IoT applications becomes the key part of IoT.
The events that generated by RFID readers or sensors are primitive events. The semantic information inside primitive event is quite limited. We can only get some simple information from primitive event. In real application, we pay more attention to complex information such as business logic and rule. To get such complex event, we need to combine many primitive events into a complex event based on some rule. IoT application system converts business logic into complex events and then detects business logic based on detecting complex events. Complex Event Processing (CEP) [1] is used to process huge primitive events and get valuable information from them.
Complex event detection has been studied widely in active database. Most of the methods are based on fixed data structure such as tree, graph, finite automaton or Petri net. Chakravarthy used a tree based method to detect complex event [3] . Hinze [4] and Wang [2] used graph based methods. Gehani used finite automaton to detect complex event from active database [5] . Gatziu used Petri Net based method to detect complex event from active database [6] . Xingyi used TPN (Timed Petri-Net) to detect complex event from RFID stream [7] . Zang used workflow based method to detect complex event pattern from RFID stream [8] . But those methods can't support optimizing event query language flexibly and extending event query language according to the change of requirement. In order to resolve those problems Eugene proposed a query plan based complex event detection method SASE [9] . SASE detects events based on Nondeterministic Finite Automaton (NFA) and stack. SASE is optimized for large sliding windows and large intermediate result size to get high performance and scalability. But original SCSE method can't process hierarchical complex event and it can not get acceptable performance if the sliding window is very large.
Primitive events are generated from RFID reader or sensor data streams. It is widely known these data streams include noise, so the interpretation has more than one possible candidate. Such uncertainty is usually treated with probabilities, so it is important to develop event processing engine that be able to deal with probability. Much work with probabilistic databases has been done to process probability in databases [10, 11] . Recently some papers about probabilistic complex event processing have been proposed [12, 13, 14] . Most of these methods extend the CEP engine based on NFA to process probabilistic events. Some methods for optimization of the query plan are also proposed.
In this paper we propose a high-performance Distributed Probabilistic Complex Event Processing method (DPCEP). DPCEP extends the basic method of NFA and Active Instance Stacks (AIS) to process complex event in single event stream. In order to support hierarchical complex event over distributed event streams, DPCEP provided a query plan based method using tree data structure and query plan optimization method based on the idea of probabilistic database is also proposed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we give a general review of related work such as complex event processing technology, SASE method and probabilistic event processing methods. In section III, we describe the DPCEP methods and algorithm. In section IV, we introduce our experiments for DPCEP. Then a discussion and conclusion is presented in section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Complex event detection recognizes complex events based on a set/sequence of occurrences of single events by continuously monitoring the message flow, and then reacts to those detected situations.
The key ideas of complex event detection have four steps.
(1) Primitive events are extracted from large volume data. (2) Event correlation or event aggregation is detected to create business event with event operators according to specific rules. (3) Primitive or composite events are processed to extract their time, causal, hierarchical and other semantic relationships. (4) Response is sent to the actionable business information because of guaranteed delivery of events to the subscribers. SASE is a high performance complex event detection method. SEQ event detection (selecting given sequence of events from the input event stream) is the main part of SASE [9] . SEQ event detection in SASE uses NFA and AIS. The event detection is started at the "start" state of the NFA and it enters next state when an event is scanned. When the "end" state of the NFA is entered, the detection enters accepting state which means SEQ event is detected. In order to improve the performance, the events that trigger the change of states are logged into AIS and event link between neighboring states is created. We can search the event link in the AIS to detect SEQ event.
Probabilistic database systems propose new data models, extending the tradition relational model, able to capture incomplete or imprecise data usually appearing in physical world. In the work of [10, 11] , the main idea is that the state of the database, i.e. the instance I, is unknown. Instead the database can be in any one of a finite number of possible instances I 1 , I 2 , . . ., called possible worlds, each with some probability and the probabilities of all the possible worlds must sum up to 1. A systematic effort is made to enable traditional relational operators to handle values with probabilities. Trio project [15] defines a probabilistic model called ULDB. They exploit lineage in ULDB to avoid the "safe" problem in [11] and make confidence computation efficient.
Recently some work on detecting complex events in probabilistic event stream based on NFA is proposed. In the work of [13] , a data structure called Chain Instance Queues (CIQ) is used to detect complex events satisfying query requirements with single scanning probabilistic stream. Conditional Probability Indexing-Tree (CPI-Tree) is defined to store conditional probabilities of Bayesian network to improve the performance. In another paper [14] , an optimized method is proposed to not only calculate the probability of outputs of compound events but also obtain the value of confidence of the complex pattern given by user against uncertain raw input data stream generated by distrustful network devices. This method is based on an existing stream processing engine SASE+, and extends its evaluation model NFAb automaton to a new type of automaton in order to manage the runtime against probabilistic stream. In the work of [12] , a query language is designed which allows users to express Kleene closure patterns when detecting probabilistic events. This method uses a new data structure AIG to detect sequence patterns over probabilistic data streams. With the benefit of lineage, the probability of an output event can be directly calculated without considering the query plan.
III. DISTRIBUTED PROBABILISTIC CEP

A. Event Model And System Architecture
Definition 1 (probabilistic primitive event): A primitive event in a stream means an atomic occurrence of interest in time. A probabilistic primitive event is represented as <A, T, Pr> where A is the set of attributes and T is the timestamp that the event occurs. Pr is the concrete probability value used to present the occurrence probability of the event. The probability value represents the possibility that one event is converted accurately from truthful data of nature to digital data used for computing in electronic devices.
Definition 2 (probabilistic complex event):
Complex event is a combination of primitive events or complex events by some rule. A probabilistic complex event is represented as <E, R, Ts, Pr> where E represents the elements that compose the complex event, R represents the rule of the combination, Ts represents the time span of the complex event and Pr is the probability value.
A class of events that have the same characteristic is called an event type. In this paper, event type is represented by capital letter such as A. Primitive event is represented by lowercase letter and number, e.g., a 1 where 1 is the time stamp. Like SASE, we assume that the timestamps of events give rise to a natural total order.
In the following we define some operators that can be used to query complex event. A i represents an event type and A i (t) = True means a instance of A i occurred at time t.
Definition 3 (ANY operator): ANY(A 1 ,A 2 ,…,A n )(t)≡ ∃ 1≤i≤ n A i (t). ANY operator selects any event that occurs at time t from the input event sequence.
Definition 4 (SEQ operator): SEQ(A 1 , A 2 ,…,A n )(t)≡ ∃ t 1 <t 2 <…<t n =t A 1 (t 1 ∧A 2 (t 2 )∧…∧A n (t n ). SEQ operator selects given sequence of events from the input event sequence.
Definition 5 (AND operator): AND(A 1 , A 2 ) (t) ≡ A 1 (t)∧ A 2 (t). If two input events occur at the same timestamp t, AND operator outputs the two events without order.
Definition 6 (FIRST operator): FIRST (A) ≡ {a i (t i )∈A | ∀t j ≠t i , t j >t i }. FIRST operator selects the first event from an event sequence.
Definition 7 (LAST operator): LAST (A) ≡ {a i (t i )∈A | ∀ t j ≠t i , t j <t i }. LAST operator selects the last event from an event sequence.
We define these operators based on the requirement of our application and they can be extended according to new requirement.
The architecture of the system is shown in figure 1 . Each single event stream is processed by a probabilistic CEP engine.
The graph-based distributed probabilistic CEP engine is used to process hierarchical complex events over distributed PCEP engines. 
B. Parallel Probalilistic CEP over Single Event Stream
SEQ event diction is the main part of the CEP engine. The basic SEQ event detection method uses NFA and Active Instance Stacks (AIS) [9] . The event detection is started at the "start" state of the NFA and it enters next state when an event is scanned. When the "end" state of the NFA is entered, the detection enters accepting state which means SEQ event is detected. In order to improve the performance, the events that trigger the change of states are logged into AIS and event link between neighboring states is created. We can search the event link in the AIS to detect SEQ event.
Using the method of basic SEQ event processing, if the sliding window is very large, the performance is not acceptable for application that needs fast response. We propose parallel event detection to improve the performance. The parallel method is based on data partition. The data is partitioned into N partitions and we run a CEP process for each partition. The AIS stacks of different partitions can be connected to produce global result. Detailed information about the parallel method can be found at [16] .
In order to support probabilistic event processing, we calculate the probability of the SEQ event by multiply the probability of all the primitive events since we assume all the primitive events are independent. The extended AIS is called Probabilistic AIS (PAIS). An example is shown in figure 2.
In the real application, usually there is a threshold for the probability of the resulting complex event. If there is a threshold, the following heuristic methods are used to improve the performance. (1) If the probability of a primitive event is less than the threshold, it will not be added into the PAIS. (2) When searching the AIS event link, the probability of the current path is calculated. If this value is less than the threshold, then the searching process will be terminated.
C. Hierarchical Probalilistic CEP over Distributed Event Streams
SASE does not support hierarchical complex event detection. In order to support hierarchical complex event detection, we represent the hierarchical complex event with tree in which leaf nodes are primitive events and the non-leaf nodes are operators. As an example, hierarchical complex event ANY(C,AND(SEQ (A,D) ,B)) can be represented by the tree in figure 3 . Each operation can have some condition, e.g., AND(A,B) with condition A.attr1=B.attr2. According to our system architecture, the leaf nodes in the tree can come from different event streams. In order to calculate the probability of "SEQ" and "AND" complex event, we can use some query plan and evaluation technology of the probabilistic database. In probabilistic database, an important problem is how to calculate the probability when joining two tables. We can regard event type in our event model as table in the probabilistic database. Then the probability calculation problem of "SEQ" and "AND" operator is converted into the calculation of the probability of join operator in probabilistic database. We define the possible world event database which is used to calculate the probability.
Definition 8 (possible world event database):
A possible world event of type A is a probability distribution on the set of all deterministic events of type A.
An example is shown in figure 4 . Event type A and B is in different event streams. Each event type has some instances with probability. In order to calculate the probability of AND (A,B) , we create the possible world event database as shown in figure 5 . The probability of In some applications we need to use the attribute of the event when processing the complex events. As an example we can consider the following query:
EVENT AND(A a，B b) WHERE a.attr1 = b.attr3 WITHIN 12 hours GROUP BY a.attr2;
Since "group by" clause is used, we need to calculate the probability for group which is called rank. Using the possible world event database, we can get the rank table as shown in figure 6 . In order to improve the performance when the possible world database is large, we use the following query plan:
Another example is shown in figure 7 . Each step of the query plan is shown in figure 8 . The probability of ∏ attr3 (B) when attr3=1 is calculated by 1-(1 -0.7)*(1 -0.8) = 0.94. Using this query plan, when the number of events is large, the performance can be much better than using possible world events. IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS
In this section, we report our experimental study on DPCEP. We evaluated the relationship between the performance of DPCEP and some important parameters. We use 4 Lenovo PC with 4GB memory and two Intel Core 2 Duo processors. The operating system is Ubuntu 9.1. Event generators are used to produce the event stream. There are 25 primitive event types and each event has 5 attributes.
In the first experiment we studied the performance of single stream processing (SEQ operator) with different sliding window size. The SEQ length is set to 7. The result is shown in figure 9 . The basic method means the direct extension of SASE to support probabilistic SEQ event processing. The optimized method means the method in this paper which uses heuristic strategy and parallel operation. As we can see, when the sliding window size is large, the optimized method has better performance than basic method. In the next experiment, we studied the performance of DPCEP while the window size is fixed at 3000. The performance for different event number is shown in figure 10 . The basic method uses possible world database to calculate the probability while the optimized method uses the query plan introduced in III.B. The number of distributed events here means the total number of the complex events generated from all single streams (the input of the graph-based DPCEP engine).
As we can see the optimized method has better performance than the basic method especially when the number of events is large. When the number of events is increased, the performance of all methods is reduced but the performance of basic method reduces rapidly than optimized method. The reason is that the basic method generates large number of possible world events. In the last experiment we studied the performance for different sliding window size when the number of distributed events is fixed at 35. The result is shown in figure 11 . From the figure we can see the performance of optimized method is better than the basic method. When the size of the sliding window becomes larger, the performance of both methods decrease but the basic method decreases more.
From all the experiments we can see DPCEP can detect hierarchical complex probabilistic events from distributed event streams. Using heuristic and parallel method together with optimized query plan, it gets acceptable performance and scalability for large sliding window.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a high performance hierarchical probabilistic complex event processing method over distributed event streams. This method extends the basic NFA model to support probabilistic event processing in single event stream. In order to support hierarchical complex event processing over distributed event streams, it uses tree-based model. Heuristic method, parallel operation and optimized query plan is also used to improve the performance. The experimental evaluations show that this method is effective when processing hierarchical probabilistic complex events over distributed event streams with large sliding window.
There are some limitations in our method. First, the graphbased DPCEP engine can only process complex events that generated by each NFA-based PCEP engine. Second, the optimization of the query plan in DPCEP is not flexible enough. In the future we need to improve our method to resolve these problems.
